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For 1947

AP"'
Kentucky - Partly cloudy
and cooler. Thundershowers
In central and east portion'
Sodas, 4'learing and cooler
tonight. Tuesday fair and
cool.
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Murray, Kentucky, Monday Afternoon, Sept. 15, '1947

MURRAY POPULATION -5187

ASCD To Convene at Kentucky
Dam For Three-Day Session

itruder .
cafe
chococents
ig else
rbed.

The Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development will
hold their annual fall meeting at
Kentucky Dam September 19-20-21
The theme selected. for the three"Using Community
day proitram
Developing School
Resources' in
Curricula."
At the opening session. from 2:00
to 4:00 p.m. Friday. greetings will
be delivered by Dr. Ralph Woods,
president Murray Teachers College; Holland Rose. superintendent
of Marshall County School; and
Mr. Seeber, regional ,direction of
receation for TVA.
The response will be given by
Miss Margery Settle, supervisor of
schools. Group
Davies County
singing will be led by Miss Helen
McBride. supervisor of Music in
Jefferson Couretjr.
After an address by Miss Virginia
James, supervisor, TVA, on "The
the Supervisor in Using
Part
Cemmimity Resoerces," a general
discussion wiil take place.
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A business session is scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. rollowed by recreation directed by Mr. Seeber.
Saturday forenoon the entire
group
ill take a barge trip on
Kentucky Lake through the courtesy of TVA.
in the afternoon of he §:Mee day a
panel discussion on "Present .Use
of Resources in School Programs'will be held with Dr. 'Charles R.
Spain as leader. ThOse participating in the discussion will be
Miss Jeanette Molloy, Miss Katherine Tracy, Miss Reubie Smith,
Miss Agnes Sexton, and Miss Louise Combs as recorder.
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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR ON ER HALF A CENTURY
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Many Exhibits Scho"
co
For Fair B(
ednesday

Quarterly Conference
Opens At Lynn Grove
Methodist Church Sat.

Profiteering Property
Owners Blamed For
Housing Shortage

The Fousth Quarterly Conference for the Murray Circuit will

MYRTLE BEACH, S. C.. Sept.
15 'UPI-South Carolina Gov.,J.
Strom
Thurmond today blamed
"profiteering- property owners, for
the national housing shortage.
Speaking to 1 regional' meeting
of the National Association of Real
Estate Boards here
, Thurmond said
many property. Owners. were refusing to rewider rent control
and instead'were offering, their
property -for sale at exhorbitant
prices,

convene at the I.ynn Grove Methodist Church Saturday, September
20.
Dr. R.. A. Clark, district superintendent, will deliver the sermon at
11 a.m. Dinner will be served by
the ladies of the church.
Business sessions of the conference will be held in the early afternoon.
C. A. Riggs. pastor, extends a
Cordial inVitation to the politic
attend.

Would-Be Assassins
Of Pres. Eduard Benes
Foiled By Officials
PRAGUE. Sept. 15 iUP)-The DemonstrationAgainst Weekend Robberies Puzzle Sheriff's Office
Slovak Department of Interior to- U. S. Takes Place In
Offenders May Be Juvenile Delinquents
day announced the arrest of 80
Slovaky accused of plotting a rev- Rome By Communists
olution and scheming to assasinate
President Eduard Benes of "Czechoslovakia.
An official statement said ail
those arrested belonged to an "Anti-State Organization." They plan
ned an armed uprising in cooperation with "Former SS meal, Fascists, and other enemiei of the
Czechoslovak Republic." the statement said.
Slovak police had been watching
the activity of the organization for
some time, authorities announced
They lacked sufficient evidence to
begin the arrests .until they picked
up a former member of General
Vlasov's Ukrainian SS regiment
hiding in the Zilina region of Central Slovakia.
The Vlasoviet was arrested Sept.
10. and the others were seized in
various parts of Slovakia Saturday,
the formal statement reported.

Vol. XIX; No. 78

ROME, Sept. 15 (U.P.)-"Death
Vumanr 100,000 Italian communists shouted as their leader.
Palmiro Togliatti. told them the
United States was trying to sear/ a
new war and Russia was the country that could offer them the most.
Tokliatti. who was tutored by the
Russian comthunists for 15 years
in Moscow. spoke yesterday at
Florence and Monza. A week ago,
he had threatened to use "30.000
partisans" to overwell-trained
throw Premier Alcide De Gasperi's
government, which excluded communists because nothing appeared
to satisfy them.
Togliatti denied that the Communists had hidden arms lot an
uprising. He called for press censorship in Italy to prevent "camouflage of the truth and deception
of the people." -

Two break-ins over the weekend
have left the sheriff's office Puzzled. However, clues indicate that
the offenders, may be juvenile delinquents.
Friday night the Herbert Todd
grocery store on _East highway, this
side of Elm Grove, was broken into. Mr. Todd reported that miscellaneous items of merchandise were
taken, but only a small amount of
cash was taken.' Sheriff Patterson
investigated the robbery Saturday.
Last ni!olit the Bluebird Grill, at
the northern edge of town on the
Benton highway. was the scene of

another. break-in.
Entrance was
gained through the front door after
the night lock had been jimmied.Proprietor Ray Sinclair reported that $35.00 in cash was taken
from the cash register. A preliminary check also revealed that a
few packages of cigarettes and various other small items were missing. The robbery tool place sometime after 10 p.m., closing time of
the (2acing place.
Mr. linclair notified the sheriff's
office at 6:00 this morning. C. S.
Marr. deputy sheriff, investigated
the crime.

He called on the real estate men
to urge their clients to rent their
property at reasonable prices and
to end the -"luathesome and inhuman" practice of barring children from apartments.
The governor said that in South
Carolina at least, where the average income was but $719 a year,
people could not afford to pay hie
rents.
. On the credit side, Thurmond
said the housing situation in South
Carolina was better than in many
LAKE SUCCESS, N. Y., Sept. 15 areas.
itiPi-Delegates -al the 55 United . He pointed. out, thuts-Heeerrding
Nations, burdened with most of the to the most recent census, the state
world's troubles and dominated by had 450.000 housing units, wiLp an
the newer struggle between the average of 4.14 persons living in
United States and Russia. made each.
final preparations today for the
critical 1947 meeting of the UN
General Assembly.

Delegates Prepare For
UN General Assembly
Meeting Tomorrow

I

Payments To Jobless
Vets More•In August

More than twelve local firms
have made arrarigements to date
for exhibits aeythe Calloway County Fair at, -Murray September 1718-19. The fair will be held at the
Planters Loose Leaf Floor building
on 'East Main street.
Amorig the exhibitors named by
Ray Treon, general superintendent
of the fair. are: West Kentucky
Electric Co., Ohio Valley Gas Co.,
Airlene Gas Co., Guerin's Concrete
Products, Calloway
County Soil
Improvement Association, Girl
Scouts of Murray, Murray Hatchery, A. B. Beale and Son, Taylor
Implement Co., Munday Equipment Co., McKee! Equipment CO..
and Blnington-Junes Motor Co.
Seven Homemakers booths have
been Planned. Mich booth will
represent a different community in
the county.
Arrangements have
also been
made for a Boys Rabbit Show in
conjunction with the poultry show.
The 48 'piece Kigh School band
from Murray wile. give concerts
Wednesday and Thursday evenings
between 7:30 and 8:30. The band is
under the direction of Miest. Mary
Elizabeth Roberts, head of the
music department at the high
school.
All .eating 'and soft drinitspnees-.
sions this year will be under the
supervision of the Utopia Club.' an
advanced 4-H group.
•
The Junior Jersey Show. for
FFA and 4-H C-Eitto boys will be
held on Thursday afternoon at I
o'clock. The judging of the open
classes will start Friday morning
promptly at' 9 a.m, and should be
over about 4 p.m.
No exhibits will be released until 4 am. Friday. All cattle owners are cautioned to bring their
own bedding material for their
stock.
There will be no admission fee
to any of the sessions of the fair
this year.

Tomorrow at 11 am.. EDT they
will file into the spotlighted UnitFRANKFORT, Ky
ed Nations meeting hall at Flushing,
Sept. 15A tour of the MSTC eampus is
L. -I and inaugurate a new phase Speciab -- Although unemployscheduled for late afternoon, folment
insurance payments to unemof the postwacicunflict between
lowed by dinner at the College.
ployed veterans and td- workers
east and west.
At 7:30 p.m. Dr. Ramsey, .of. the
College of Agriculture. University
To many diplomats the session other than veterans declined durof Kentucky, will address the group
shaped up as a turning point for ing August, payments to self-emon "fentucty's Resources Availthe United Nations for its still-to- ployed'eeterans rose by $217.674 to
able for Curricelum Enrichmtnt."
be-achieved promise of world peace bring the month's overall payments to $160.552 more than was
Recreation in the evening will
and security.
,
paid out in July.
NEW YORK Sept. 13 (UP)-A
again be directed by Mr. Seeber.
Spoiling for an
understanding
Unemployed veterans drew $1.Stocks steady in quiet trading
The session will close Sunday
possible vaccine against the comwith Russia on a score of impor162,018 in August, which was $31.Bonds irregularly lower; U.S
With a sunrise prayer service at
Secretary
tant
of
issues.
State
"1 ,have to emphasize we don't mon cold was reported today by Governments did not trade.
188 less than they revived in July,.
Lakeside.
Searches uncovered quantities of have arms and
George C Marshall announced that
those two Texas scientists who used state
should
but veterans
drawing payments
irregular.
Curb
stocks
Plans for housing the conference arms, an illegal radio transmitter, weapons really exist., it may be
the United States would- lay "a
Bessie Marie Collie, RoUte I. Murunder the self-employed phase of
farm volunteers as "experimental
Chicago stocks higher
are being made by the Marshall a home-made printing Seaup, leafnumber
of
proposals"
before
the
ray, is one of the authors whose
55distributed
States
the
United
that
the G I. program drew 5984005.
Silver unchanged in New York
animals."
County Hoard of Education. M.S.- lets ,and copies of a clandestine them, net to workers but to Fitsnation world parliament in an efwork has merited a place in
compared to the $766.93,2 they were
at 70 ie a fine ounce.
The scientists, Drs. _Morris PolT.C,. and T.V.A. at the TVA Vil- newspaper called "Nastrup-icaristo. cis 7.' he said, in his speech in a
fort to solve some of the prablems
'Rhyme 'it' Rhythm". this year's
paid in July.
Cotton futures 'firm..
lard and Coleman D. Caplovitz. of
Authorities reported that more Monza public park.
lage at Gilbertsville.
which "are now disturbing good
most outstanding volume of lyrics
The amount received in August
Grains in Chicago: Wheat, corn,
the University of Texas Medical
arrests
were expected. Among
relations among nations."
by jobless workers other than vet- and poetry. Thousands of manuoats and barley fatures strong.
peaceful and
Soviet, a
"The
Branch, Galveston, Tex., prepared
those seized so far were several
PASTOR DECRIES FASHIONS
- Marshall. in a speech yesterday erans was $435.462. or $25.934 less scripts were submitted from every
work-loving country has been slanWASHINGTON, Sept. 15 UP)- Members of the former Hlinka dered by the Italian and foreign the vaccine in incubiting chick
Nations Week, than the $461.396 these claimants corner of the globe. Competition
opening United
embryos, and also treated it with
for a prace in this volume was
Dr Adam Powell Davies of All Guard, including a number of gov- press"
challenged the assembly to nullify received
during the
preceding
penicillin.
very keen. Many of the authors.
S.,u1s Unitarian Church. urged ernment employes.
Russia's security council veto by month.
Premier Alcide Oe Gasperi, he
represented have been previously
Reporting in
Science, official
American v.-ornee today not to
taking steps to protect Greece from
said, had sought - American dollars nragazine of the American
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK- her northern neighbors and their
published in othe rimportant books,
Associ.
follow "imbecile fashion changes DEMONSTRATION TOO VIVID
-to sustain his anti-democratic gov- ation for the advancement
magazines and newspapers. Some
of sci- YARDS. Sept. 15 (UP) -11.1SDAr--- "direct threat" to Greek independBOSTON uUPI - - A neighbor's
like a herd of cattle."
ernment." He conceded that Italy's ences,Ors.
of them have authorgli outstand.
Pnliard and Caplovita Livestock:
He sied--if-*heyriceept-the -long -boy ware -showing
still needed help. from abroad. 'saiirthat
ing volumes ot their. own, so that
those inoculated with the
Hogs 10.050: salable 10,000: slaughMarshall's promise of an aggresskirt. their 20th-century emancipa- Rose of Roxbury how Ted Williams
but said it "should net come only vaccine
:o have won a place in this volume
failed to develop symptoms ter barrows and gilts 50c lower sive American performance in the
tion tyould be just an empty boast. swings when he hits a home run',
from inc Side, but from everyis an important literary achieveof the common cold -even when than Friday's average: sows, most- big assembly session was accernDr. Davies told his congregation Ji,an, watching too closely. was
where."
_FORT KNOX. Ky., Sept. 12-Pri- mar t.
administered challenging dosages ly 25 lower. Bulk of 180 tu 250 panted by these developments:
yesterday that -the new fashions i-etraires, by the hat and suffered a
At Florence, he told a coehmunist of a solution containing the cold lbs. $29 to mostly $29.95; top $292S
The publishers, The Haven Press
1. The Security Council, par- vote •. Walter -E. Shackelford. Jr.,
are immoral because they waste broken /1"Se
meeting that it must "Strive for Virus.
for liberal share of run. 160 to 170 alyzed in the Balkans dispute by on of Mt. and Mrs. Walter E. of 55, West 42nd Street, N Y., are
material that is desperately needed.
unity to save the people from the
American-Russian
And they are immoral because they
deadlock. Shackelford. Murray, Ky., gradu- now planning the 1947 edition of
()Ns(
F: SOOTHED
The volunter•rs were from the lbs. $27.75-28.50: 130 to 150 lbs. the
ated from a 13-week basic training, -Talent- Songwriters and Poetsbeing involved in anrepresent the foolish and grotesque
PITTSFIELD. Mass
UM -La- dangers of
Surarland State Farm, whose of- 825-27.25; 100 to 120 lbs. 822-24.25; met at the United States' insistence
cycle as a member of Company B. 1947", The volume which met with
1 3 p.m. EDT) to consider ways of
in a world that is crying out for beled--conscience money.- a pack- other war which groups of men at ficial staff ii140 cooperated in the sows 450 to 550 lbs.. $22 75-24.
13th Arm'd Inf Battalion, Combat such an overwhelming response
heads of great countries are
wisdom and sanity.ages of $4.000 in bills -arrived by the
study.
Cattle 11,500; salable 9 400:.-Calves transferring the problem to the aspreparing."
seinbly. Russia Was expected to Command A. Third Armored Di- from authors last year. In order
mail at the office of City Treasurer
2.500,
all
salable.
Steers
in
.
relaThe scientists reported that nasal
vision, at. ceremonies at Brooks to.encourage the lesser known auTogiattes speeches, the most viif Edward. hayn. There was no
tively moderate supply; about 75 fight the American maneuver.
LIGHTNING STRIKES 01.T
Field here, today.
olent he has made against the washings were collected from sevthors to endeavor to attain their
2
UN
Secretary
General
Tryloads
offered
including
25
cars
of
NEW YORK 11.1P) A youth who further explanation for the donaShackelford entered the service rightful
United Sin-tee. w..1 his plan eral cases of common cold infecpiaci, in the
literary
gve
Lie
warned
the
Uniteic
,
l
e
=s
e
l
4
tion.
southwest
grassers.
Liberal_offercoilld run so fast he was called
•
tine 3. 1847 _at Mayfield_ Kv
to force a Leftist government intp tion within 24 hours after the on.044.4--14.1
g., of 1.10 t
•re.r1
"Lightning- be Drake finally war(
of
s.) nip
a
-These
were
trpower in Italy. crightwing officials
offering pri,ree, rit $100 in cash.
ings and he,ifers. Cows making up satisfied- with a chronic state of
.chught alter two patrelmen chased
U. S. BUYS MORE GOLD
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Gibson and portable
have long suspected that the Com- luted with rabbit serum and then approximately
typewriters.
Rhyming
14 of total count. disagreement . between the great
him
blocks. Admitting he
LONDON. Sept. 15 UPI-Brii- &lusts wpre causing strikes in treated with penicillin_ sodium.
son and De. and Mrs. W. F. Baker Dictionaries, Gold Stamped Book
Opening trade confined mainly to powers. He slapped at the big
had -struck out once too often. ain dipped today into its gold reThe solution then was inoculated
and daughter are spending, the Marks and Certificates of Merit.
Italy and bickering over minor defed steers with several good to countries for their failure to settle
"Lightning" identified himself as serve, last .defense against econweekend at Natchez Trace.
Writers who are interested in
tails to keep the country in an up- into the iocubating eggs. At four- low choice
offerings at $28-3L50: on. the peace treatie? for Germany
Kenneth Artis. 19. and confessed a fame collapse. selling
$80.000.000 roar as
long as possible and pro- day intervals the fluid was collectcompeting for a place in "Talent"
heifers and mixed yearlings open- and Japan and complained that
Series of purse snateliings in Cen- worth to the United States for dolThe onion is a mentber of the should write the publishers for devide them with a fertile ground to ed andltre•matertil was then inpc- ing steady.
Good to top good $26- the UN cannot -AN. Made a peace
tral. Park.
lars.
a
ulated into the human volunteers,
lily family.
acquire more-members.
tails
2/1:- medium kinde_eround $18-25: conference.
via the nose.
3. Yugoslav Foreign . Minister
cows opening fairly active and
"The clinical diagnosis of cold about steady; gc_od cows $17-19: Stamoje Simic, poisibly reflecting
infection in the human volunteers." common ant medium beef cows the line Russia will follow in the
they reported, was based on the $13,50-16 15: canners and cutters impending Balkans fight, said Yudevelopment of a congested and $10.75-13.50: good heavy beef bulls goslavia would accept any assemswollen nasal mustuous membrane around $18: sausage bulls $17.50 bly solution to the Greek problem
and sneezing.
down; these about steady. Vealers„ which is "in accordance with the
WASHINGTON., Sept - 16 'UP)"They Manifested a feeling of unchanged •from Friday. Good and UN charter. "He made plain that
Acting Secretary of Agriculture stuffiness. There . was no .fever choice $24-29: common and medi- Yugoslavia would fight any protros±Norris E. Dodd today -called Tor arid no impairment of appetite."
al aimed at implementing the Truum 813-23
voluntary rationing by Americans
In one test. six volunteers were
Sheep 5.500; eatable 4.500; spring man program.
to avert famine and actual starva- administered the ,fluid. Five de- lamb steady to butchers at $25.75
4. Diplomats and advisers conlion in Europe this winter.
veloped symptoms of cold. In the down. However. nothing done to Untied to stream into . New York
_.Whither soma pprarie gat at an,‘44.40.-1444‘ these five rind-five
for Tuesday's opening session, and
eaurblish - oral ket.
whether volunteers were inoculated -newl
he
said, depends on
w:i.1-1 4WCICAGO. Sept. 15 r UP)-Pro- UN headquarters announced that
Americans are willing to eat less two doses -of infectious fluid.
more than 10.000 latecomers already
duce: meat, poultry, and dairy products.
Poultry: Firm. 2 cars. 10 trucks: had been refused tickets for public
A week later, they were given
Dodd, just back from a meeting challenging
dosages of nasal' wash- Hens 2 cents per. pound; Leghorn seats at the initial meeting.
of the United Nations Food and ings from naturally acquired
5. Marshall called the nine other
cases hens 21; fryers 35-38; boilers 36-40;
Agriculture organization in Gen- of common cold
White Rock springs. 32: Plymouth American delegates and their batinfectioes.
eva, said the government is power, Rock springs, 32; colored springs 29: tery of advisers into another all-"All of the individuals who had
less to force people to eat less.
'young Tom turkeys 34: young hen day strategy meeting 10:30 ann.
been immunized with the chick
. "Voluntary rationing is the, only
turkeys 40; young geese 25: ducks EDT' chiefly to dig into the econembryo propagated cold agent failway I can see that you crin get
117-22: ducklings 29: guineas, 25; emic and social problems' listed on
ed to develop symptoms of
supplies to keep famine out of
the huge agenda of the assembly.
common barn pigeons. 250 Mu
they reported. "and with the NUM'
some countries," he said.
Cheese: Twins, 39,7-40is single He briefed the delegatidn on the
challenge dosage. the two controls
He suggested that some European
assembly's political issues Saturdaisies 42-43; Swiss, 55-58.
1 those not reeciving the vaccine)
governments might fall into the
Butter: 866.49P lbs:
Unsettled: day.
both
developed
marked
symptoms."
hands of Communists unless more
Marshall also worked on the ma-,
93 seile 8412: 92 score 83; 90 score
FLORIDA SAVAGE-Linda Savage, Of Mani!, Makes friends
food is sent abroad. 77; 89 score 73; carloads: 90 score jor policy speech he was scheduled
,111rds In a scene typical Of the film to be
with SOMe5trOpica1.
Dodd said a program of volunMrs. Leslie Green of Garrard 79: 89 score 73.
to deliver td the assembly somePrOduCed 4o Novemb-er reviewing the history Of the Florida
tary rationing would require the county has used her knowledge of
Eggs: 17.101 cases: firm: extras time Wednesday, and American ofIN COMPLIANCE WITH the "Loyalty Check" by the FBI end the Civil
Everglades from the days of the Seminole Wars in 1816. Not
active cooperation of tht nation's home .furnishings, learned in ii 1: unquoted: extras 2.58-62: 3 and ficials indicated that some of the
Service Commission of all U. S. government employes, Secretary of
implies,
the
young
naltie
her
ferocious
lady
as
Will
take
as
farmers in reducing the amount of homemakere
club, to help 60 4: 48-56, - Standards 1 and 2 47-48; "positive proposals" prepared by
Labor Lewis B. Schwellenbach (right) is fingerprinted in Washington,
part in the Inaugural ceremOnie.x of Everglades National
wheat fed to meat and dairy ani- women who were not club mem- 3 and 4 44-46: current receipts 40- the 'United States would be introD. C., by Gail Judd, a Department of Labor employe. - (International)
Park, November 5 to 15.
mals.
bers.
44; dirties 36-363
duced in it.
/
4; checks, 35-36.

Common Cold Victims{
May Have Relief Soon

MARKETS
At A Glance

Local Author Wins
Place In Poetry Vol.
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Shackelford Finishes
Basic Training After
13 Wks. at Brooks Fld.
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Americans Must Eat
Less So Europe Can
Live, Says Dodd
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• Wisconsin Minister Is

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Tired Of Whites, To
Join "Colored" Race

PVIILISHEet BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COM.PANY
Consolidatem of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Times-Herald, Oclober 20. 1928. and the West Kentuckian, January 17, 1942

-

-

w. PE1CY

WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER

MADISON. Wis. Sept 15 UP _- A young minister spent his fire
Published attermsons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St., Murray. KY. day as a -colored man" today after
----.. -see _
white
turning his back on the
.
•
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. for Transmission as f. nice
that he could fight. &scrimSecond Class Matter
effectively.
more
notion
-_
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 20; per
The Rev. Kenneth L..Patton anmonth, 85c. In Celleway and adjoining counties, per year, $3_50, else- ; nouneed in his sermon yesterday
.where 35.50.
"throwing in his lot
that lie
•
-7- He said
RATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO. 903 Sterick with the people of colot
Build,ng. Meenrii.s. Tenn : 2.50 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan he ,:ros.sed th- color line with the
Ave.. Ch.cage: 80 Boylston St., Boston.
"100 per cent support.' of his wife
the
p,,stor of
The 26Fee: U. • ale!: Society said he
„t conni:ier h.inselt:"one of the
.leree fees,rs ' seat -e,,slei sign
a Lit
it's. -c-k137red.'
•
IION
ASSOt
P. !..•••ei he got Ins idea from
THIS leeNT'UCKI
novel leingsblood
Sinclair le ais
We reserve the right to reject ans Advertising. Letters to the Editor
•
In the book. Neil Kings.
of Pubic Voece items which in our opinion are not for the best intererst ReYal
blood, a young Minnesota banker.
of our readers,
discovered he had negro blood.
Monday Afternoon. September 15, 1947
Disgusted ety a growing movement agair.st Negroes in his home
;own. Kngsbiond revealed be was
•

NATIONAL EDITORIAL_
SSOCIATION
.414stipt_

•

Bread Price Going Up

-. part

he Mai ,ear,:hed his
, 0 liven selatele another Nno.ck this week ,.,,,‘,..,ine`Atry and found he was
ease I• a, •
rr.,ctically ail market fit t`74. and espec- "part Indian.- He said his Indian
by. the .1timp
was no: more than !one saxt over another prospective inerease in U! .1
ially are they
:'-hurt:
the
- 1 ant determined to fight this
!'eemers ;:re harvest:ng the seventh bumper -.11y and vi.'i, sas
crop nunnew. •he presi•rt one tieing the most valuable ever'
c,,lorod poopleS• he said..
o...1.try.. Also the surplus from former' reet,,,, else piposed that all
.!,
b ind into a "United
crops is• Inmendous.
TI.'e old theory that big F-rops mean low prices has co-an--ed -race of the, world." He
g.oniTte-the hoards. thanks to heavy foreign demand. gov- seid it would unite Negroes. Orrentels. Indaele end "All the soernment huying of wheat and- Ofher unusual conditions.
celled white pt pie whe are tired
"newsthe
is
however.
factor.
,
tiii trev.-ztling
f beine wh,le people and have de:ntond-Tir t
tha!,
co ore
, ce e to move in with t
19 17 crop off the market en-! "The congregate ;ii took it in
evil!
a hi,gter bracket in their in- ! their ..ride when they heard me
e7-.t g
tire.y: to
, white race." Patton
.roronnee t171
come
Aft. s the se i-mere several
1.„,
..slimer- may be inchned to be angry with the s
this prat tce. hut they would see the members oked to rein the 'United
vviteat ‘ro\<ers
lored Race ."
todirg twelve hours a
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Do You Know... OUR DEMOCRACY—
Editor's Note This is one
of a series of articles dealing with questions and an.sGovernment
vrere "about
benefits available to World ,
War U Veterans.
Veterans Administration today
answered the 10 questions most
frequently asked by World War 11
veterans about education under the
GT Bill.
The veterans asked the questions in a study that VA conducted
to learn how much they know
about their Federal benefits. The
questions and answers follow:
Q. Hiew is the length of entitlement calculated and does e year
of entitlement mean a school yea:
or a calendar year?
A Under the G I. Bill, an',
eligible veteran is entitled tei education or job-training for a period
of one calendar year. plus the time
he spent in the armed forces between Sept. It 1940 and the official
end of the war. The total period
of education or training may not
exceed four calendar years.
Q.. What schools may a veteran
attend under the G. 1. Bill'
A. A veteran may enroll in
any approved school that will accept him.
Q. What books and equipment
does VA supply the vteran in
5th .1'
A VA pays for all books and
equipment that the, eelsteal requires
of all students in the same course
so long as this amount plus tuition
does net exceed $500 a year for the

BOOK- LEARNING
r.

IE EARLIER SCHOOLS OF OUR
IN
COUNTRY, BOOKS WERE SO HARI"
TO COME fly THAT ONE BOO)(,
ITS PAGES SEPARATED AND
PROTECTED BY TRANSPARENT
SHEETS OF HORN,OFTEN HAD
TO SERVE AN ENT/RE CLASS.

TODAY, WHEN

Ile i liteilettn IS t 0111)1 V..
• resspondsni
I 'toed Pre ss stiff

0,.;l2

ARE A CURIO
'
'HORNBOOKS
PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND FREE PUBLIC LIERARES
MAKE AVAILABLE TO ALI. OUR PEOPLECHILDREN AND GROWN-UPS ALIKE sooKs

Y

rAis 44/44.(avs.

Probably the greatest service he
ever rendered to the people of
Kentucky was in 1933. We' all re- !
member the condition which then
existed with the financial institutions. Twenty were uneasy and
making runs on solvent banks and
it looked as though all the banks in
the' state would be ruined if something were not done. On March 1.
1933, seventy-five to one hundred
of 'the most outstanding bankers in
Kentucky met at the Governor's
Mansion with Governor Laffoon to
seerwhat could be done. After discussing the matter until midnight
the Governor finally turned ' to
Senator Glenn and asked him what
he could do under the circumstances. His answer was that he
Preident
fell certain that when
Roosevelt took office, which would
be ill three days. he would declare'
a holiday for all of the 'banks in
the United States and that if he
were Governor he would declare a
three-day holiday in Kentucky. The
next morning the Governor issued
the
the proclamation and then
President made 11 nation-wide and
practically c•rery, bank in Kentucky was solvent and with this
"rest veriod" all of them came
through in good condition.
He wes named collector of inhas
ternal revenue in 1933 and
served in such _capacity since that
times The collecttons in 1932 in
the State of Kentucky were $32.00000 whereas last year the collections were $756.000,000.
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PRESIDENT of the War Department
,rersonnel Board, Maj, Gen, Robert
S. Beightler, is shown as he addressed a session' of the veterans
of Fe-reign Wars Convention in
Cleveland. Ile warned that war is a
possibility for which the nation
Must be prepared. (internat(onal)
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subsistence
is
theevetere
LE4itiViN6'L
RECO6N/T/O/V
An expect to receive benefits 'after
TN( ENCOURAGEMENT OF READ/N6 he is enrolled?
A. VA may pay eligible vete:
/S /N6RA/NED IN OUR PEMOCRACY,
ans without dependents, a subsistence allowance ef $65 a inonth and
'veterans with one or more destate senate and served tem yeara's
pendents. $OO a -month. ,The length
The most important bills which he
of time required to issue the first
introduced and were passed during
4".""e
666'
Varies with each
Mea timp(r.,itire for the year subsistenee check
his first term were the Confeder50 degreis. cite'. Generally, the first check is
•
Ate Pension Bill, which pensioned
issued -within 30 days after the end
the Confederate soldiers and widof the first monthle pay period.
•
ows thereof, and the insurance "bill
Subsistence _allowanges in arrears
which regulated fire insurance.
Are paid. but none is • paid in adboth of 'which bills are still on the
%%tree
statute books.
.
Q May the veteran change his
He became interested in taxation
couioe if he finds the original
on
was
and
term
first
early - in his
seuree. in. whichi he enrolled is not
the Revemie and Taxation Comsatisfactory?
mittee for the balance of the time
A
Yes, providing he has VA he was in the Senate. He was appermission to do so. Whenever th•
by_ Governor_ Stanley..don
farts in the case inetteate that •
with two ether senators, to draft
change will be to the best inter.what is know as the Classification
ef the veterioi. VA will grant au,
Tax Bill. Before that date all praptherization fee the' change.
erty was taxed alike. He devoted
Q May a veteran enroll in a
Porter
M.
more than- a year of his time to
right- school or a part-he course?
this service without charge and the
A. Yea
This is the first of a series' of same law still governs intangible
Ql May a veteran receive VA stories about people prominent in
property.
subsistence payments if he works our political and economic life.
In- 1918 he was elected secretary
while attendee's scheel under the
Seldon R Glenn. before he be- of the State Committees and opens
Bill"
came collector or internal revenue, ed permanent headquarters for, the
A He may work part-time or or rather before the Hatch Act profirst time at the Seelbach Hotel. His
I iII-tirne and still draw his full hibiting political activity of cersalary was fixed at $3.600 a year but
. provided that the wages tain federal 'employees was an ache never drew a fx•ryiy of this
-MISS-NIPNVIC--Not to be
i.e
for such employments
tive and forceful phwer in the ary although he served until' 1924
outdone by -Miss America"
Lauhis subsistenee
allowance Democratic party. He was. and is,
and raised the mi MO' 133 ioperatt
contest n this country,
I. attehda.g school, does not a close friend of Senator Alben
headquarters.
Japan held a -Miss Nippon"
t ea: more then 3175 a month if he Bierkly and their careers
have
In 1924 he waa appointed on the.
pageant. Wir.ner is Ayako
t-.335 .n.• dependents or $200 a month
been closely anted. From my ex- State Tax Comtitise,Ittn and served
if le• has 'see oremere dependents. perience and personal 'observation
Goto, a dancer of Tokyo.
until 1933 He net only WaS recogHis VA subsistence allowance is
treliexe_thitt Mr. Glenn and Vego nized as a tax expert iii Kentucky
-red-treed proportiorertely when the Harries are the most astute' polit• dbag
but was called to three tither states
tot, l exseeds the foregoing statua
I
ical prognosticators in the country. to aid in working ,.ut tax bills
.
his tory limits
1 Li
Their predictions on elections are thi:1
Q Whet happens if the veter- amazingly accurate and the influ.7 price
re.:. rr.y friend an's mark- art low or his progress ence Mr. Glenn wields with all
firm's in tinnzitifactory't
••f
members of the party is one that
eemay receive the assist- cannot be denied.
-:ra.e the
•
of
;ince
VA's
edutrational
'and
any
Senator Glenn is of medium
rt."ICk• in an endeavor to height and has a friendly smile and
kj .r c,::,'.
c•erect those factors which may a warm personality. His 49 years
5,1
fne. ceifeributine to hisse6efiriency. of Kentucky politics have made him
( • - -I d
year Bu! he is obliged to me-et the re- many friends and- no lasting eneA • V..d.
ison for quirements of the school if he mies.
tr.is
_ •
•
(71-i.e.a.zoati sti-ha v, ishes. to continue his course.
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Q
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that
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In Warehouse While Hamburgers Cost 40c
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EYE APPEAL — This saucy
optical frame, made of
transparent pla.stic, incorporates actual fabric so that
milady can harmonize her
Costume from head to toe.
The bright plaided "calico
hussy" frame (above) perks
up solid color, daytime
clothes, or it can team up
with togs In a matching
plaid.
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and Save Money
For.Sale
FOR SALE—One 7-ft. white enamel 100-1b. icebox Econom-icer)-210 N. 12th. or call 131-M.
S15c

Today's Sports Parade
By Oscar Fraley
United Press Sports Writer

Football Elevens Buckle Down For Final
Scrimmages As SEC Games Begin Saturday

was okay because the players had
agreed to a time limit.
Louise, who won the set when it
was replayed yesterday, was in
no way at fault.
But the U.S.L.T.A. officials tried
to drag a 'red herring across the
real crime by issuing a communique which made a great issue out
of the time limit. Naturally, they
overlooked the bad call which kept
Louise from being bounced out of
the tournament:
That, not the replay of the set
which the time 'limit necessitated,
was the issue.
As for Bromwich. he went into
the semi-finals against Frank Parker with a pulled ligament. The
tnatch went Five sets - atYd, after
the fourth4-Set, Bromwich was reprimanded when lie sat down. The
umpire told him there was no rest
period
between
sets. although
American` players make a habit of
sitting down even between games.
Questioned, the U.S.L.T.A. insisted it had offered Bromwich a
_
inasseaur after the fourth_ser,,
"I guess I had sunstroke," Bromwich said. 71 don't remember
anyifiing."
Neither was Roy Cowling. 'captain of the Aussie Davis .cuppers.
talking. '
"If I have anything to say it will
be to my association; he hinteda
-But you knoW. you can't put spilled milk back in the jug."
Suffice to say that while Bromwich was,denied rest between sets.receht Davis Cup challenge
round the United States brought
out a mzisscaur between sets for
Ted Schroeder. That definitely is
against
Davis Cup rules—but it
isn't in the nationals. The AussIes
didn't say anything either, when
Schroeder donned spike's--although
none of their players could get
them.

United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK, Sept. 15
UP)—
FOR SALE—Six-room house, in- American
sportsmanship had a
cluding bathroom, room for 2 bed- gaudy black eye today from the
rooms upstairs. Full sized base- manner in which two Australians
merit, with garage, running water were eliminated from the U. S.
and lights: modern
throughout. Tennis championships, where we
Will let approximately 4 acres go proved that our desire to win
with house. Located on Highway knows no bounds or else our of95, five milei north of Murray. ficials are extremely nearsighted.
Phone 945-W-1 or see Giles BuchFor there were incidents as raw
anan.
S15p as five pounds of hamburger when
the threatening invaders, Johnny
FOR SALE—New 14-ft. Century Bromwich and Mrs. Nancy Bolton,
mahogany hull. 33 h p Evinrude were assisted out of the tournaoutboard motor. Run about 15 hrs. ment in the semi-final round.
Will sacrifice. This outfit can be
Certainly our titles couldn't go
seen at Paducah Boat Club be- traveling if there, were no foreignhind Southern Textile. Owner ers in the finals. And, with all due
( purchased inboard_ Phone 92-R3, regard to the splendid tennis abiliBrookport, 111.
S15c ty of new champion Louise Brough,
there's no question in my mind
FO SALE--Nite Club, building is that she shouldn't even have been
comp e with fixtures and restaur- in the finals fora shot at the tiara.
Nint facilities.. In Paducah—BeverIn my heart, eye and mineshe
ley's Nile Club, 1617 South 4th was eliminated by Mrs. Bolton in
Street
S15p the dusk of Saturday evening.
Mrs- -Bolton. a spendet sports-FOR SALE—Choice "Grimes—Got- _woman, made no
outcry ()Ver what
den and Golden Delicious apples. approached
grand larceny. But
--Glindel J. Reaves. phone 440-R. she'll go home
knowing that she
for delivery. 311 North Sixteenth was robbed
without benefit of a
street
Step mask.
' For in her three-set semi-final
FOR SALE—Case pickup hay balmatch with Miss Brough, each had
er,, used two months. See Luther
taken a set and Mrs. Bolton lookGreenfield or Howard Armstrong.
ed like a walk-over by going ahead,
3 miles north of Penny.
S 1 ttp 5-2, in the final. One
point from
FOR SALE—Lots facing east, west, victory, Mrs. Bolton blocked a
north or south See Fred McClure. Brough return which was a foot
South 14th St
lp outside the baseline. That should
have been the match but the umFOR SALE--8-piece modernistic pire ruled the 'shut was in.
Mk Bolton clasped her head
walnut dining room suite. Perfect condition. Price $125. Phone and then burned tO a fast crisp.
638-M. North 12th street—W. D. She was so agitated and angry at
Shoemaker
lc the deuce call that she hit out and
double-faulted the game. They
AUCTION SALE -- At home of called it then, by agreement, which
Thurman Albin. Farmington, RI.
-Z I 1-Z mires northeast at
water near Asbury Cemetery.
Thursday. September 18, at 1 -00
pm Farming tools, stock, household items. If raining sale will be
By Herb Cheshire
running from huddle to formation.
held following day.
United Press Sports Writer
S17p
Thumbnail sketches of other
camps:
ATLANTA.
Ga.,
Sept.
13
(LIPI—
AUCTION SALE—Household and
Florida—Bob
Cummings. 215kitchen furniture At Pottertown. D was -black and blue- Saturday pound first-string tackle injured
at Dell Boatwright place. Friday. for most SoutheastCrn Conference this week, won't be
back in action
September 19. at 10 am.
Slip football squads from Athens-to Ox- before October. but Frank
Lorenlord again today as head-knocking zo. injured guard believed out of
FOR SALE—Kitchen cabinet and hopefuls looked forward to next
service until next month, may be
utility cabinet. All white— Mrs week's state of openers.
ready. for Mississippi opener.
Garnett Loafman. Route I. Murray
What the college press agents
Tulane --- Halfback Al Waller,
1 p called
Half mile north of Penny
-tough scrimmage sessions" good defensively, suffering ankle
were on tap thiLmi,rning and after- injury, may bo out of heavy conFOR .ALE-8-room bungalow, posnoon for Ole Miss, where the at- tact for a few days, joining
sibility of $75 to 9100 income Lot
cent is now on passing; for Missis- .other injured. end Ed Heider and
103 x 285 Sell cheap-908 Syscasippi State. where line work is be- tackle Walter Villars in hospital.
more—Alvin L. Bilbrey .
lp
ing brushed up for ISU. where the
L.817— Once-injured end Jim LofFOR SALE--32 acres of rich land. emphasis is on blocking; and for h a • fu art , halfback Dan Sandifer
Georgia,
bulldog
where
Coach Wal- ankle' and guard Wren
I 1-2 miles south of Murray ColMorley
lege on lath street Well improv- ly Butts appears to be well stocked [wrenched baci returned to fold,
Possession
ed School bus
at with punters.
but Walter inggyi Barnes went out
The kicking situation seemed well with an injured knee.
once Have a bargain--R. A. Jones.
in
hand
at
Vanderbilt.
tcio.
'Worklp
owner. Rt I. Murray. 1(4,
Alabama- The tide worked out
ing under pressure. Jamie Wade got under the Legion
field lights in
FOR SALE—Pears are now getting off several boots of 500 yards or so Birmingham last night
in prepara$2.00 per bushel— W. D. in yesterday's light workout, and tion. for their opener
ripe
against MisSykes, Broad street.
lc today Coach Red Sanders was sissippi Southern there
next Satcheered even more by the news
CORSAGES, CUT FLOWERS and that Frank- Gorrell. letterman guard urday. Coach Harold Drew singled
FUNERAL DESIGNS—Buie Flow- who suffered a head injury this out Brunom Filippini. letterman
er Shop, South 15th St. Phone summer, will be back in uniform guard. and Herb Chapman, understudy center, fur recent fine perMtf within ti weeks.
479.
formances in scrimmage sessions.
At Auburn. Travis 'Tidwell beMEMORIALS
gan to shake off the effects of a
Calloway County Monument Company, Vester A. Orr, sales mans- pre-season leg injoily which had led
err. Phone 85 West Mair Street some to believe that he would he
•Mtf out of action this year. Yesterday
Extended.
Tidw II h
WE REPAIR TYPEWRITERS and proctically every Auburn pie, tossADDING MACHINES — Kirk A. ing passes from a
with deadly
Mtf accuracy and doing most of his
Pool & Co. Phone 60.
•
KODAK FINISHING, advertising
photography, ,portraits. We buy
and sell used cameras — Donell
Studio. 203 South 'Sixth Street.
Mtf
Phone 387

"Reugh Scrimmage Sessions" Held As Teams
Prepare For Southeastern Conference Tilts

Not everybody in
Galloway county sub-

By WILLIAM A. SHIRES
United Press Sports Writer

HANDLESS BOWLER—
Harold Bork, of Chicago,
who lost his hands in the
battle for Saipan, doesn't
let this handicap interfere
with his favorite sport of
bowling. A device built into
the thumb-hole enables him
to grasp the ball with his
hook-hands, „hen release It
to speed down the alleys

-who almost singleharidedly won
for the Wildcats last year, was
declared ineligible after the Ole
Miss encounter
A brief look around the camps
shows the Tennessee Volunteers
and Georgia Tech's YellOwjackets
priming for their opener against
each other in Atlanta a week from
Saturday, Big Charley Hoover was
expected back in the Vanderbilt
Commodore scrimmage after having his leg screws adjusted. Tulane's Big Green Wave have worked on
pass defense—especially
against the type of forwards thrown
by Gilmer.
LSU'S classy
squad
worked
against
Rice
Owl
formations.
Florida's Gators hoped for cooler
weather for their workouts after
the big hurricane moved by the
Florida coast. Mississippi State
readied Tom McWilliams and Eagle
Matulich to spearhead a neat ofAlthorn's Theirs concentrated on time and precision.

Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 15
1.713)—
Southeastern Conference football
elevens bucked down today for the
final few scrimmages before the
curtain goes up on the earliest
season in SEC hislory atbar•week•
end.
Four
conference
aggregations
swing into action over the weekend. The rest have a few more
days of grace in which to smooth
out the kinks in their untested attacks.
Only one confereuce tilt is slated,
Ole Miss entertains the clawing
Wildcats from Kentucky at Oxford
in a debut that promises to be interesting in every detail. Georgia.
co-champions of the league and
Sugar Bowl vRtors. tangle with
Furman in a test of strength before
the fued classic with the North
Carolina Tarheels on Sept. 27.
.Alabarna'4_ loareialableTide opens
w ith
Mississippi
Southern .in another breather at
Birmingham. The Red Elephants
are expected to have no more than
a light workout, although the fans
will get their first opportunity to
see hurling Harry
Gilmer and
crew in action—for a brief spell.
The Johnny Rebel-Kentucky battle promMes to be the best of the
lot and one of the .best SEC fans
will see all season. The Rebs
be carrying the grudge of fast
year's [buoying at the hands of
Paul Bryant's boys. Adding weight
to the chip on the shoulder lit- the
gruiwitg fact that Ermal Allen,

ANSWEE TO
PEIVIOLIS PITE21.1

Crossword Puzzle
*CROSS
1—Impudent
11—skid,
11—Window blind
11—Pertne places
14—Pronoun
111—Comforted
17—Location
IS—Rough
20—Clenched hands
23—Extinct wild oz
33—Periods of
fasting
34—PrelIz: down
2S—Babylonian
deity
2'I—Kind of cloth
25—To do wrong
111-8 upld person
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76'A
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91—Petty officer
33-0114es In Mr
55.—Tidy
34—Pronoun
3.--T1 Great
corner"
46—Pull
41—Costly fur
44—F050dations
46-1tallan money
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47—At no time
4S—Pather
45--Jewtsb high
priest
51—Rodent
52—Rabid
51—Kind of duct
54—Liquid measure
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7
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12

1—Cut off
isymb.)
3—Paces
4—Remain
5—Affirmative
6—Tbus
7—Codures
II—Egyptian goddess
9—Pssonte
10—Coin pass point
11—Bush
12—Mention
16—Da r k -colored
16—Moros
21-6harply inclined
21—Wary (slang)
24—Btaga play
21—Sea bird
27—Fright
74—Turi1Es !cede I'S
yo__of titled rant
92—Command
34—Sword
36--8mall Island
37—Appendages
35—Pert, to navy
41—Prod
41—Edge of cup
45—Brotles
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CATTLE PROGRAM CHANGING
The high price of western feeder
cattle is causing Livingston county
farmers to turn to cheaper grades
n the South. County Agent Robert
L. Rudolph reports. Farmers of
the county usually bring in 8.000
to 10,000 good western cattle, and
have. recently been marketing as
heavy cattle the feeders brought
in last year. The Ferguson Farm
sold 140 head for $23,000. and thei
tan in - 150 head of small steers to
run through the winter and •feed
out on grass next summer.
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50—Cry of pain
53—Pronoun
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WHEN YOU BUILD

)1

BUILD WITH THE BEST

WE SELL

i,
Ir
k'$IUO

STARLET—Descendant of

RUBBER STAMPS
Ledger & Times

is

picture contract. She
named after the wife of the
second President of the U. B.

NANCY

Smear

1

East Highway

Murray, Ky.

Campaign

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING
SO SMUG ABOUT WITH

YOUR

LE wag

• CONC • ETE PRODUC

two President.s of the U. S.,
Abigail Adams, 23, has just
signed a long-term motion

MUDDY
FEET ?

By

-

Phone 324

Ernie Bushmiller
I

I WONDER
WHAT HE'S
BEEN UP
TO

1

I
I
I

I
I
I

1
I
I

I

04,

Sto

Good Luck, Governor

I

I

1

111,0.
otr-r-

ABBIE an' SLATS

I

uS

ens

By Raeburn Van Buren
BUT WHY DOES HE
HAVE TO CIO MALL
THE TROUBLE OF

SEE -YOtJ IN
THE WHITE ,t1005E/

& Times but nearly
everybody readf. it.

HE PAINT TI-tAT
(MOWN 1-K,USE

wt4rrE?

50 pox ANI:7
I TRW t4E'5 THE
BECAUSE IT'S A
IF ENOUGH
CIREATE-ST MAN IN
PRETTY SPECIAL
MORE ANIBRIAMERICA'
WHITE HOUSE
CANca...A6RPE
WAI4170-1/a
wiTH 1)5 — IN
MOVE INTO,
NOVEMBER HE'LL
CHARLIE.ONL'Y
MDVE INTO
-THE c./REATEc-r
*41-4TTE HOUSE.
MAN IN AMEIMCA
CAN LIVE -NM.

-THAsT

-STREAMLINED WRECKER SERVICE. New equipment, 24-hour,
fast, dependable Wrecker Service
Charges reasonable. Day phone
97. Night phone 424--Porter Motor Company. Chevrolet Sales and
• Mtt
Service,
-

Order Of Reference
Canny% as

LI'L ABNER

ircuit Court

.1 H. Churchill Funeral .Home. etc..
Plaintiffs
V$: ORDER of REFERENCE
IS. C. Wilkins, et al. Defendants
It is ordered that this cause be
referred to George Hart. Master
Ciimmissioner of this Court. to take
against the estate
proof
of Bessie Wilkins, deceased, and all
persons holding claims against said
estate will present their claims.
*duly proven, before said Master
Commissioner int or before the
fourth Monday in September or be
fiireve'r barred- from eel ecting
same in any other manner excepi
thrOugh• this suit_
. Witness my hand as Clerk of
.aid Court. this the 29th day of
7 . August. 1947.
Dewey Ragsdale,
Clerk Calloway Circuit Court.

IT'S THAT BLASTED BILL
AGAIN TO PUT CONGRESS
ON THE AIR — SO THAT
EVIERYBODY'U.. BF
v./ISE TO uS
-

orclaims

State of the Union !!

By Al Capp
IPr— WHAT'S
,
UP, PALS"
AH CLAIMS
SENATORIAL
InnuNITY FO'
WHUTEVAI-I AN
BIN CAUGHT
DOIN'!?'

WE NEED YOUR vOTE,PHOG ESOUNDP.' YOU REALIZE
wi-4AT MONKEYS WIE'LL
SOUND LIKE IF THE FOLKS
BA4K HOME CAN ACTUALLY
HEAR US OH
THE
RADIO

AH GOT NOTHIN'T'
FEAR.
FuM
DOGRATCH! NAH
CORN-STIT- UENTS
HAINT GOT NO RADios
-AN'AH PS PROUD
T'SAY THE

CAN THE
Gorr PHOG BOuNDr- VOu'RE
IN THE CLOAK
ROOM, NON.i!!
NAME YOUR
PRICE!!
Se,

,

WH.,DCAT KEEPERS—Bob Voigts (left), coach of the Wildcats of Northwestern University, watches with eagle eye
for correctable maneuvers of his gridders as fall practice
opens. With him is Captain Vincent DiFrancesca, of Evanston, Ill., home of the Wildcats. Coach and Captain have their
sights trained on the Big Nine Championship.
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Activities

Locals

Weddings

)!--, Editor — PHONE 374-M

Sandwich-making Is
Shown To Home
Makt-1
,Club

Mrs. Wendell Binkley
Gives Demonstration
T° Interested Group

Lynn Grove PTA Has
Year's First Meeting
I

Wendell Ilinkley. foods
for the
gave the first
;1' lessons irt sandt
;
making fr, ail occasions. Mrexpta...e.,1,the need t,
salaissich.'s nutritious, sat•
'f' lag
attractive. ,Assisted by
ti.
•
11..,.t1.1 Rowland. home dem.•dr.d•iari dieztatt. she 'also demon,••-d and explamed how to make
•.• .ety"
mand-wiches
Also
r IL V, ere s.araiwtches for scho. 1
wt 11-as .for the rradi course of
and for partit s and teas.
the nic
F.,.
I." NC••••
arranged it
high made a lovely pieMts.

Distributed by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

„rid

"Miss Dolly, something's hapCHAPTER EIGHT
AGGIE swam the rest of pened"
"Well what?" asked Miss Dolly
the way to the house, jug- bending over her suitcase that was
the
and
the
boat
.
both
open
gling
on the bed.
"Mr. Angel .. met with an accioars, shoving them ahead of
dent."
her into the dark tunnel un"Oh. dear! The poor thing told
derneath the balcony. She me he wasn't feeling at all well
scrambled up,the ramp: she when he was here. Maggie, look!
FROM AN EXPERT-Dancing Pomeranian Tena, of Alexanmade the boat fast and took in Put this on!"
She held up a new dress she had
dria, Va.,' decides it is time six-months-old Tony learned
the oars.
bought only a few days ago.
some of the social graces and a dancing lesson is called for.
Shivering and dripping. limping
‘'n,!I•bor, w,re free to ask
"Miss Dolly," said Maggie. "I'm
Here, Tena takes Tony firmly in hand and gives him the
gone. she entered toe sorry to tell you, but Mr_ Angel is
tga,,t; s
, sangria the sand. with one shoe
•
hause and went up the stairs to the dead."
"left foot, right foot, glide" routine.
\Niches d the end of the lesson
rig room. She changed to dry
"Oh. heavens! 1 suppose he had
'Pus
,t; ,r, 1•Va,
• given to
c!othes and her felt slippers.
a heart attack. I'm terribly sorry
Now I'll call up the police, she But I've got to speak to you now his backfield -thin were hidden,
Noi:g
y Homemakess
of airs. pals told herself.
\s
met at t , ••
about this afternoon. Maggie. It's last season while Trippi was hog- '
She looked upstairs and • down terribly important for me."
ging the show.
I:: 1,1 , September 12, at
for a telephone until there was
"Miss Dolly, we'll have to do
, Lek
•
But Butts.' whose stock answer
only one other place to look. She something about Mr Angel first."
The Civil Si'c vice Commission
Ti., was thaz -first meeting of knocked at Neely's door.
to any questian is "It's hopeless,"
for
"Do something? But. if he's
the ta
year ,'rd .1 prize was of"Come In!" ne said., and she
can'
e
opened
the
door.
appointment
to
the
poprobational
fered-fm the r•embers who brought
"He was-in the river, floating shine and predicts a resounding
In singlet and dark trousers, he away."
sitions of Budget Examiner and
g
iaarh-r f vigitors or
trouncing
from
North
Carolina.
was standing at a high tilted
"Maggie! You mean, drowned?" Of course, Butts never cheered up Organization
and
Methods Excmbers In answer board, drawing with a piece of
"NO Mr. Curtius found him In
These positions ,arp lo7
I
•
1! W., found that • Mr, charcoal.
all last season even after winning annner
W.%(' VET'S DRESS.
the rowboat, dead and tie tipped
.cated in various Federal Agencies
Huh
1"...1 is won the pi-izr, d
"I'm looking for a telephone." over the boat. I-I think he did every game.
Beatrice Bowman. an exin the States of Ohio. Indiana. and
111as.
set.
Visitors who said Maggie.
that on purpose. Pm quite sure he
The
Georgia
schedule:
Wac lieutenant. models the
briefly.
"There isn't any." he said
Kentucky._ _ The.. salary range for ra• wth Mr- Fartis were Mrs
did. And he wouldn't help me to
new dress that is to be worn
Maggie left him She was com- stop Mr. Angel. If we got the police
Sept. Ha Furman at Athens: these positions is $3997 to $4902.
•
1;
F
M.-. Lowry Par pletely at a loss now. There was -quick - they could drag the Set& 27, North Carolina at Chapel
by-Wac Vets in hospita/N-7-•
M.
Copeland and undoubtedly a telephone to be
Application forms and informa,,
flyer
Hill: Oct. 4, Louisiana State at
The dre:is is light grc en with
NI
Jsurrest` --Othre • vent- found somewhere along the high"Yes. we will," said Miss Dolly. Athens; Oct. 11, Kentucky mt Lex- non concerning where to file them
sltng WacQoid
way
to
was
a
long
that
way: but
is were Mrs Clyde Jones. Mrs
may , be obtitined from the Coin"What a dreadful thing! But now, ington; Oct. 18. Oklahoma
A. & M.
Vet: aitross the boscm.
T
Wyatt, Mrs' Sam Kelly', Mrs go in bedroom slippers. Miss Dolly Maggie, put on this dress, will
Secretary, Van 4
mission's
Local
at Stillwater: Oct. 25. Alabama at
wick you?"
Cassidy
will
be
that
Mr.
and
Mayr .1,1 Rdittsddle. Mrs., Char-11.Y
Valt4Mine. located at Murray Post
soon, she thought. and I'll just
•
Athens; Oct. 31. Clemson at Ath"What for. Miss Dolly?"
Office.'•
.have to wait far ..tbem. and then
"Maggie. I told you I wanted you ens: Nor. fa Florida_at Jacksonville:
NI, r - r- pr•-sent were Iffesdarries, they can
here as my secretary. I want to in
Nov.
15,
Auburn
at
Columbus.
Ga.:
In the meantime, she could get a troduce you to these people this
Nov. 22, Chattanooga at ChattaNATURE COMES THROUGH
Hubert Farri- little work done_ She descended to afternoon. Put on the dress: it's
the kitchen and started washing brand new, and I think it will suit raxiga; Nov. 29, Georgia Tech in
•-•der. R M Pollard
NEW YORK it:IP-Water Comdishes.
Atlanta.
Ke,:h Kelly. pubmissioner ..hltin M. Cannella ap'
I'm
sorry,
Miss
Dolly,
but
I
just
.! it W
HE doorbell rang-she dried her couldn't."
pealtid to the public to conserve
Saturn is about 750 times as large wat..•r. Warning of a possible shorthands and went to answer it. A
very stout woman stood on the "RAAGGIE! you can't possibly as the earth. However, its mass is age. One hour later a thunderstorm
porch.
\•
Ivirefuse to help me! This is a ,inly about 95 times as large as the brok.e, casktacted mire than three
"Tell Miss' Camford that Miss really important day for me."
earth because its dersity
d I.
much inches of rain in parts of the gay,
Plummer is here," she said affably.
An important day for Mr. Angel, less.
13.• .flt.\(10C1 subways, 1...ured into base"I'm sorry. ma'am, but Miss too. thought Maggie: but that
.
N11.
Camford isn't in just now," said doesn't seem to bother you much.
ments. snarled traffic and filled
P
Maggie.
C'
READ THE' CLASSIFIEDS
the city's reserVoirS up-state.
"Please remember," said Miss
"Well, I'll come in and wait."
coming
Dolly.
"These
people
are
-41111111111144%
She was a cheerful and amiable
NI.- R
woman, dark-haired, in a gay print here-and I can't let them get the
; trie dress and a dark coat and sensible impression that I'm staying alone
"It
low-heeled shoes. She looked, Mag- In the house with two men."
"Well, they'll see me here.
• •
yi 1. ti r.er gie thought like a lady.
Miss Plummer entered the house. ma'am."
"But
it isn't the same, Maggie!
stopping
"Mon dieu!" she cried
In the doorway of the dining-room. If people felt that we're friends-"Do you know what they've -done that-"
"That lady downstairs knows I'm
with all my things?"
• .."1"No. ma'am." Maggie answered. a servant," said Maggie.
"Oh, she doesn't count. Maggie.
"I Just came yesterday."
"What's your name my dear?" do plca.se hurry up and get ready
before the Gettys conle!"
"It's Maggie ma'am "
"Miss Dolly, something's got to
"What can they have done with
be
done about Mr. Angel."
the faience hen, do you know.
"Of course! I'll send Johnny CasMaggie?"
"No ma'am,' said Maggie, and sidy to telephone to the police. The
moment I've got you ready."
withdrew into the kitchen.
"I don't need any getting ready.
Pernaps she stsoffild have told
Miss Plummer abo"Cl Mr Angel and Miss Dolly.-How can you be so stubborn?
asked her advice. Through the
half-open door she could see her I've tried to be nice to you. Maggie,
asked
you to come as a secretary,•
moving about. shaking her head in
consternation_ Her house, it seemed and you agreed-"
"I can be a secretary, miss withto be.
A car was coming now. Maggie out dressing up in somebody else's
heard footsteps on the porch and clothes-"
"The Gettys will think I'm a
oefore she - could reach the door.
service.
Miss Dolly had come in followed tramp" said Miss Dolly.
Maggie felt a reluctant sympathy
oy Mr. Cassidy with his arms full
for her Nobody wanted to be
of packages
"Oh Mitzi you darling!" cried talked about, she thought. I don't
Miss Dolly -We're late but we've think she ever ought to have come
nought fine things.
Excuse us here, but here she Is.
"I didn't understand what you
one minute will vou?"
ghe caught sight of Margie meant." she said. "or I'd never
nave
come."
then. -"Maggie." she said. "Come
"Maggie please ... !"
upstairs with me-"
"All right, miss," said Maggie.
AGGIE followed tier up the "This once."
narrow stairway to the big
(To be continued,
room and Miss Dolly went on Into
ner
bedroom
(The characters in this serial are
STALW A R T-Twentyricrirtotis
11 UNS tietE.
Art'
said
icgoi by Easabeth Sanaa, Bolding)
formerly Of-"Nri'w York University, has been the backbone of Brooklyn Dodgers'
,hurling stafi,in the pennant
chase. He's a cinch to cop
over 20 games. Watch out.
Yanks!
Following is an• Editor., N
competit4ve Spatk that Georgia is
of dispatches on I
in. .1 •-• ..•
going 'to need in a a hurry with
football
Soothe,- I' itt Conference
Ntorth Carolina coming up Sept.
•
t
27.
By WILLIAM TUCKER. '
They have assorted other promUnited Press Sports Writer
ising backs- but all-of them definlotly still in the promising stage ATHENS. Ga . Sept. 15 triPi
•.-einnrance between Wide including lithe halfbacks Eli MaWally Butts acd the original Wail- i icich, Billy Henderson and Bob
mg Wall i- Purelyr,interdional bo- Walston. and Al }Iodine, a kegcau-e for One.' Georgia•s Mahatma leggca line-boring fullback.
something to
of misery really
Georgia his,, the. same -big - line
cry alcatt. Ti wit. Charley Trip- that As istant -Coach Ears 'What1.-,,/r
hasn't put in kip. worth w . pped into a 'formidable
,
pi s !•11
forewall to carry the Bulldogs unButts may be hiding out it• steeli- defeated and untied through the
and 'the Sugar
er behind his waterfall 4 tears but 1946 campaign
the best job of deception Bowl, with incidental help from
if so
,
work- Trippi.snipe the shell tame. In
outs to date. Ueorgia hasn't come
Ends Joe Tereshinski and Reid
up with one outstanding ball ad- Milgrim are gone but Dan Edwards
vancer.
alid Weyman Sellers. who played
(al it tod.o !ibis, hmann
Fait
•
Rising Dry Yeast, the modern baking
The Bulldogs have J rih nn y as much 'as they did, are back on
.
'fhe%
LON(.-I %silts('
discos cry that keeps fresh in the t upRauch. who last Season was the the terminals. Giants -.711ck Bush
"hroad-brimmec) felt seem
hoard for weeks-always -on the spot"
perfect foil for Trippi on piles and Andy Perhach , patrol the
ver to go out of style.
for extek-qUitk baking. e%tra deli( ions
and rytiarterbact sneaks. But wit - tackles: Herb St. John :111d Bernie
p,5,ro
sta.,r Marguerite
results. IF YOU HAIG AT HOMFTrippi. Reid fill the 'guard spots amply
watch
to
having
out
lay in a good supply-of speedy ailing
Cnapmari v ear', a Leslie
Georgia foes will, be oh the .look- and Gene Chandler and Dim Bradflea's( hmann's' FastitIving•Dry YeagJanaof Calitairii
out (or Rate h and he just isn't the shavv will alternate at center.
use it as you need it. At your grocer's.
1 at 1.c.iagivri f,'.! The lines
litaly'man that the departed illButts will shirt Ranch at qua-re
Ti
of the hat -arc k
American' was.
ter, Donaldson at left half, Joe
nowt r pc."als ol the same
They have big John Donaldson. Geri at -right half an% Bodine at
felt togettair ,with purple
-brilliant broken-tield runner but fullback, hoping that the, spirit of
lacking in other talents and the the, fray will bring out qualities in
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Valentine Announces
Civil Service Jobs

T' •

Social Calendar
1 a, -•Ics

suptember 1,

United Daughters Of
Confederacy To Aleet .
Wednesday Afternoon

NOTICE

Meets Wednesday At
Salem lThintist Church

TO THE PEOPLE OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY

'•• f

li•rdn,

it

I wish to express my appreciation for
the business you gave me when I owned
the Superior Laundry and Cleaners in the
past; and if you will favor me with your
business again in the future. I promise
you I will give you one of the best laundry and cleaning plants in Murray. Also
the best of work and'prompt and courteous
Signed:
THOMAS "Slick" BANKS, Owner

SUPERIOR LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS

M
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H EbY LAMARR
104kontsted
bi ENNIS O'KEEFE JOHN LODER
- Last Times Monday Night CAPITOL.
VARSITY
DICK -POWELL
VELYN KEYES
IN

"Jotinny O'Clock

PHONE 44

Successor To Georgia's Wailing Wall Still
Being Sought As First Game Draws Near

Olt

RICHARD DIX
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for speedy baking

Fleischmann's Dry Yeast
is right there when you need it
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Quality
Foods

16th arid Main -

Keeps in the cupboard

Ample Parking
Space
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